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My Pathway Assessment

Details of Child: Pippa Panda

Family Name Panda Given Names Pippa

Actual DOB 06-Jun-2005 Gender Female

Ethnicity White British Primary Language English

Home Address 14 Bexhill Square
Blyth
NORTHUMBERLAND
NE24 3TX

Telephone  

Mobile  

Case Number 349182

Secondary Home Address   Temporary Address  

Legal Status of the young person

Started On Legal Status Expiry Date Actual End Date Court

27-Oct-2020 Interim Care Order      

Eligibility Status (for care leavers only)  

Assessment Start Date 15-Feb-2021

Date Pathway Plan completed 17-Mar-2021

Date Pathway Plan will be reviewed 17-Jun-2021



Was the Young Person seen during this assessment? Yes

Dates the young person & family members were seen and
spoken to

List is empty

Which Professionals have contributed to this Assessment? Name Role Agency

List the professionals that contributed to the report- detail is elsewhere    

Name of Worker who completed this assessment Mel Atkins

Family and Network Details

Who does the child say is the most important person in their life? This is written from the point of view of the young person, written as I would say...You might use the safety circles or family finding matrix here to
get this information.

Who do the parents say are the people around them that help and
support them?

You might use the safety circles or family finding matrix here to get this information.

Who are the most important professionals involved with the young
person and family?

This section will include the social worker and any professionals involved with both the young person and the parents and network if appropriate.

Communication Needs (including language and disability)  

Please select the genogram for the young person and family

Pippa
Panda

12-Nov-2008

Pauline
Panda

15-Oct-1985

Where I Live

How are things with where I live?  

My View The worker will ask the young person the scaling question above and record their number, the detail of why they have scored that number is
recorded here. 

This section is written from the point of view of the young person, I think that this is going well, I am worried that...You would use a version of the My
3 Houses tool or the mapping tool with the young person to get this information.

The View of Others This is the information from the professionals and family members involved in the young person's life. It should also include the view of the carer. It
should be recorded like above, what do the professionals think is going well, what are they worried about, you would use the mapping tool to get
this information and information shared in care team meetings and reviews.

Your Worker’s View This is the view of the social worker. It should be recorded as above, what is going well and what are the worries. This section should include any
relevant information about the placement and where the child lives including any planned moves.



What needs to happen?

Where I Live

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be
addressed here.

THIS SECTION WILL COPY FORWARD FROM THE EARLIER
SECTIONS

Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant
week.

My Education, Training or Employment

How well do I think I am doing in education, training or
employment?

 

My View The worker will ask the young person the scaling question above and record their number, the detail of why they have scored that number is
recorded here. 

This section is written from the point of view of the young person, I think that this is going well, I am worried that...You would use a version of the My
3 Houses tool or the mapping tool with the young person to get this information. This section should include the aspirations for future learning and
career and any actions to support these would then be included in the plan.

The View of Others The information covered by the PEP should be included here. 
This section should include the views of school. It should detail academic qualifications up to year 11 for up to 16 years old's. It should include any
courses taken and results and if any SEND support was in place. Post 16 this should include where the young person is attending and what they are
studying as well as feedback from the education provision which should be recorded as in the mapping, what is working well, what are the worries
and what needs to happen. 

This section should detail if there is an EHCP and any actions from that plan should included in the timeline/ plan and actions below. 

This section should include feedback from the education provider on functional skills (numeracy and literacy) and work experience with the views of
the provider, noting what is working well and any worries as well as what needs to happen.

Your Worker’s View What is going well? What are you worried about? What needs to happen?

any actions should be added to the plan below. The worries should detail any barriers to education with the plan addressing anything identified by
the mapping process.

What needs to happen?

My Education, Training or Employment

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

Feeling Safe and Well

How Safe and Well do I feel?  

My View The worker will ask the young person the scaling question above and record their number, the detail of why they have scored that number is
recorded here. 

This section is written from the point of view of the young person, I think that this is going well, I am worried that...You would use a version of the My
3 Houses tool or the mapping tool with the young person to get this information.



The View of Others Consider information with the health passport. All information should be recorded with the mapping tool in mind, under the headings of what are we
worried about, what is working well and what needs to happen, any actions should be recorded in the section below. 

information should include any current medication/ health needs/ appointments and which professionals are involved. Are there any health issues
that might affect the young person when they reach 18, will there need to be a transition to adult health services? Does the young person have all
the information they will need to look after their health when they reach 18? 

The section should include details of the young person's birth, where they were born, birth weight and any known allergies or medical issues and
the NHS/NI numbers. 

Information needs to be recorded that reflects any medical information that might be needed to meet future health needs, any actions should be
recorded in the plan. This should include immunisations, childhood illnesses and medications. The families medical history should be recorded and
also reflected in the actions if needed. 

Any health professionals involved should be included here, and on the front page in professionals involved, with information recorded using what
are we worried about, what is going well and what needs to happen and any actions recorded below, including future planned treatments and
appointments and reviews.

Your Worker’s View The worker will use the mapping tool to record information, what is going well, what are we worried about and next steps, the worker should
consider, physical health, exercise, smoking, drug and alcohol use and sexual health and these areas should be explored using the mapping
process. Any identified actions should be included within the plan below and the timeline.

What needs to happen?

Feeling Safe and Well

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

Who I Am

How do I feel about the things that make me who I am?
 
Think about your culture, ethnicity, identity, your family, your life
story, your hobbies and your interests.

 

My View The worker will ask the young person the scaling question above and record their number, the detail of why they have scored that number is
recorded here. 

This section is written from the point of view of the young person, I think that this is going well, I am worried that...You would use a version of the My
3 Houses tool or the mapping tool with the young person to get this information.

The View of Others This is the information from the professionals and family members involved in the young person's life. It should also include the view of the carer. It
should be recorded like above, what do the professionals think is going well, what are they worried about, you would use the mapping tool to get
this information and information shared in care team meetings and reviews.

Your Worker’s View This is the view of the social worker. It should be recorded as above, what is going well and what are the worries. This section should include any
relevant information about identity and aspirations for the future.

What needs to happen?

Who I Am

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

My Family, Social Network and Professional Relationships

How are my relationships with the people in my life and the kind of
support I am getting from them?

 



My View The worker will ask the young person the scaling question above and record their number, the detail of why they have scored that number is
recorded here. 

This section is written from the point of view of the young person, I think that this is going well, I am worried that...You would use a version of the My
3 Houses tool or the mapping tool with the young person to get this information.

The View of Others This is the information from the professionals and family members involved in the young person's life. It should also include the view of the carer. It
should be recorded like above, what do the professionals think is going well, what are they worried about, you would use the mapping tool to get
this information and information shared in care team meetings and reviews.

Your Worker’s View This is the view of the social worker. It should be recorded as above, what is going well and what are the worries. This section should include any
relevant information about relationships with parents and wider family and family time arrangements. This would also include relationships with
professionals who are supporting the young person.

What needs to happen?

My Family, Social Network and Professional Relationships

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

Looking after Myself and My Money

How well am I looking after myself and managing my money?  

My View The worker will ask the young person the scaling question above and record their number, the detail of why they have scored that number is
recorded here. 

This section is written from the point of view of the young person, I think that this is going well, I am worried that...You would use a version of the My
3 Houses tool or the mapping tool with the young person to get this information. What are the young person's goals for the future and what are the
steps that are needed to get them there?

The View of Others This is the information from the professionals and family members involved in the young person's life. It should also include the view of the carer. It
should be recorded like above, what do the professionals think is going well, what are they worried about, you would use the mapping tool to get
this information and information shared in care team meetings and reviews.

Your Worker’s View This is the view of the social worker. It should be recorded as above, what is going well and what are the worries. This section should include any
relevant information about how the young person is looking after themselves, what they might need for independence and life skills and should be
aspirational.

What needs to happen?

Looking after Myself and My Money’

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

My Safety and Wellbeing Plan

We want you to think about how you might best manage things at times when you might be particularly worried or stressed about the things that are happening in your life.
 
All of us have worries but if we can think through our worries before things might happen then it makes it more likely that we will manage it better if they do happen.
 
Think about times when you have managed your stress or anxiety very well….. Can you remember what it is that you did? What happened to those feelings, thoughts or ideas that were going around in your head? What did you
do? Who did you turn to? What did you want from those around you and how did they help you?
 
Use the table below to help you write down particular issues in your life that are causing you the most worry or stress. For example something that you think might go very wrong for you or for someone you care about and see if
you can work out your way of managing them.



My Worry is… Times I have dealt with challenges like this before are…..
If it happened, I would …
(Think about who you might contact or ask for
help)

On a scale of 0-10 where 10 is I am confident that when the challenges arise I have
the people and things around me so that I know I can go through with my plan and 0 is
even though it seems a good plan and idea if the things came up I’m not sure I could
follow through. Where are you today?

This is the young
person's worry, I am
worried that...

This is looking for strengths and safety, when the
problem or worry has happened in the past, what are all
the things that the young person did that made things
better, even just a little bit.

This could include professionals or family and
the network, who are the people who could
help when the problem or worry is happening.

 

Analysis and Judgement

Worry Statement 1

  Worry Statement 1 Success Goal 1

Before the first review there should be a draft danger/worry statement, this may have been refined or added to in this assessment and
then this will be finalised at the review point . If the meeting is being held due to a new worry then the new danger statement should be
created. If the plan is reunification then the danger statements will still be relevant to address the concerns about why a child became a
looked after child, if the plan changes then the worry statement should be changed to reflect the new plans (for example if long term care
is now the plan)

The worry statement should be informed by the mapping and the information from the young person, who is worried, what are they worried about
and what are they worried will happen if nothing changes. Worries could include things that might get in the way of the things the young person
wants to achieve and should also be mindful of what we know about outcomes for young people and how we can plan to address future barriers.

The success goal should be grounded in the young person's
aspirations for the future and what they want to achieve so that they
will be successful. This should detail what we would see to know
that this has been achieved, what is it that we need to see change?

Scaling Question 1 The scale should measure where we are between the worry statement and the success goal.

Individual's Scale

Individuals Name
and Role

Scale for Worry Statement &
Success Goal 1

Reason
What are the things that need to happen to make things better for the
young person (What could improve things by 1?)

    The scaling question will detail the number to record where we start before a plan is agreed
so that progress can be measured as the plan progresses.

 

Does there need to be another Worry Statement?  

Overall ‘Life On-Track’ Success Scale

On a scale of 0 to 10 where 10 means you as a professional are confident and satisfied that everything is on track in the placement and in the child/young person’s life to enable them grow up well and be successful and 0
means there are so many worries for the child that we can’t see how they will grow up to have the success in their life they are capable of, where do you rate this situation today?

Overall ‘Life On-Track’ Success Scale   Rating

Current Value  

Reasons for overall scaling  

What needs to happen?

Bottom Lines

Professional bottom lines are the minimum that must happen and
cannot be compromised on for the safety plan to work.

Bottom lines are the things that have to happen and there are likely consequences if not followed. The things that absolutely have to happen, they will often
include that there will be a network and that an explanation for the child will be developed where a safety/wellbeing plan is needed. These should be kept to a
minimum to give the family the best opportunity to come up with their own ideas of HOW to meet the safety/wellbeing goals. These will vary from case to case,
and it might help both social worker and supervisor discussing this clearly in a case discussion or supervision session.

Timeline



Timeline start date  

Target number of weeks for completion This should be from review to review

Week Task
Meetings and
Monitoring

Changes Completed

  The Timeline is a week by week detailed plan of what needs to happen, who will be doing what, and what will change. It will include things like
the sharing of danger statements, safety goals, scaling questions with families, care teams, core groups, parenting assessment sessions, family
network meetings, contact. It is important when thinking about what can change when the parents/carers or the network have done some or all
of a task. If attending a parenting course is the task, then what is it that is being measured at the end, and once that has been completed what
can change. 

For young people in long term placements think about all the tasks that are within this assessment and what you want to achieve
within the coming review period.

  Could the amount of supervision the network
are doing change, or the length of time of
contact, could the tasks that the network are
doing change in some way.

 

  all weeks that have been achieved before the meeting should be ticked as completed, the details of the actions will be in the scaling
information.

     

  Any new actions should be included here and the timeline reviewed in each meeting   when asked by their manager the worker
should be able to detail what week of the
timeline the case is on and why.

 

Words and Pictures

Have the words and pictures been written and shared with the
network?

 

Who is involved in the plan?

Name and Role
How often will they see the young
person?

What are the specific tasks of this person?
Network
Lead

Start with the parents and family members and then the
professionals

  What will each person do and when to increase the safety or well being of the plan?  

    If there are new actions and tasks from the scaling questions then this should be updated
here

 

My Current Plan

Where I Live

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be
addressed here.

THIS SECTION WILL COPY FORWARD FROM THE EARLIER
SECTIONS

Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant
week.

My Education, Training or Employment

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

Feeling Safe and Well

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.



Who I Am

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

My Family, Social Network and Professional Relationships

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

Looking after Myself

What When Who will help me?

This forms the plan, any actions or worries about the current placement should be addressed here.   Any actions should then be added to the timeline in the relevant week.

Plan Rules

The Plan Rules will address each concerning behaviour in turn. Moving from what is working well on to stressors and triggers for ‘red flag' or emergency events and consider who will do what when problems arise.

Key Issues arising from Worries
Existing Success / What
is Working well?

Stressors and Triggers
Indicators Danger is emerging or
present (Red Flags)

Who will do what when problems arise?

This is what we would consider a safety
plan. This is the plan rules. This is
something that is built up over time. 

The plan rules address each concerning
behaviour or the worry in turn. These may
not be child protection worries, but may be
worries that may mean the young person is
not achieving and being successful. 

Moving from what is working well to
stressors, and triggers for "red flag" or
emergency events and consider who will do
what when problems arise. 

Use a different row for each worrying
adult/adolescent behaviour

What are the things
that people are doing
to increase wellbeing?

What are the actions
that people are taking
to increase safety/
wellbeing? 

What is happening
when things are going
well? How do you
know that things are
going well?

What are the things that
happen before the worry
happens? 

how do you know that the
danger or worry could
happen soon? 

What would the network or
professionals be seeing if
things were starting to go
wrong or the worry was
occurring again?

What are the things that happen
once the danger/ worry is
happening? 

what would it look like when the
danger is happening, what
would the family, network and
professionals see when the child
is not safe or is worried?

To get the information for the last column, that is, all of the ideas from the
family and network about how they are going to keep the children safe, the
social worker will need to have asked lots of questions in relation to each
of the columns that come before it. Only by knowing the answers to those
questions will a detailed safety plan be developed, and meaningful ways in
which the parents and networks are going to manage the key issues and
worries.

        This section should be refined and completed in the ICPC with more detail
but the families best thinking should be included as a basis to work from.

Recording and Demonstrating the Plan

Has a young person's version of the plan been created and shared
with the young person?

 

How are the family demonstrating the use of the plan?  

How is it kept up to date and who is responsible for it? This is the safety journal. This is where what the family and network are doing to record the plan, keep it up to date, is recorded. This is not where professional
visits and meetings are recorded. The information from the safety journal should be in the updated mapping, everything that has been tested and worked in
safety/wellbeing or where it has not worked in worries/harm. It will also include what is happening during family time, especially if the plan progressed to include
the network supervising contact.

Does the child or young person have a safety object? Yes



Safety Objects Plan

Young persons's Name Safety Object How will the young person use the Safety Object? What action will be taken? When has the Safety Object been 'fire drill' tested'?

Manager’s Review and Authorisation

Manager’s Review

Based on the analysis and plan in place, is the recommendation
the appropriate course of action to ensure the safety and wellbeing
of the young person.

 

Authorising Manager's Name Belinda Luke

Authorisation Date 22-Mar-2021


